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ANATOMY OF
SANCELL GEL PACKS
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to immediately wash gel from skin or food. The
contents should not to be ingested.
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Once processed and recycled, soft plastics can

become a plant pot, park bench or even another
form of packaging one day!

Snip the corner from
your gel pack pouch

NO PUNCTURES or TEARS

3. MIX

Add salt to the gel
inside the pouch

ROBUST SEALS

Made from Australian Made
quality virgin material, our
outer tubing is engineered not
to spolit tear or puncture.

High strength seals provide
superior durability ensuring no
leaking or breaking open

4. POUR

RECYCLABLE

Over the sink,
shake pouch for
20 seconds to
mix salt and gel
into a liquid.

Recycle the outer pouch
with other soft plastics

LDPE4 outer. Suitable
for recycling with soft
plastics

ISO

Pour the liquid contents
down the drain.
Rinse thoroughly.

All Sancell products
are Manufactured
under ISO accredited
systems in OH&S,
Environment and
Quality.

YOUR NAME HERE!

Place your brand in the hand
of every customer you deliver
to. Ask about our custom print
options.

OR

Add the gel to
your garden beds.
Sodium Polyacrylate
can help soil to
retain water...

SUITABLE FOR REUSE

All Protecta Chill™ gel packs are proudly made

Protecta Chill™ gel packs are suitable for reuse.

at our manufacturing facilities in Melbourne and

Each pack is made using robust, Australian-man-

Sydney. Dual manufacturing sites gives us the ver-

ufactured tubing designed to resist splitting

satility to move our gel packs around the country

and puncturing. Packs should be cleaned and

quickly and efficiently as well as giving us flexibility

sanitised thoroughly before being re-used. If a gel

with supply.

pack does begin to leak, it should be disposed of

Locally made gel packs means we are always in

immediately and thoughtfully as per our guidelines

control of quality and production. We also use only
quality, Australian made outer tubing, cartons and
labels.

Printed on 100% recycled Envirocare paper

(left).
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The gel in Sancell
gel packs only
contains 0.5%
Sodium Polyacrylate.
The other 99.5% is water!

MADE IN AUSTRALIA

